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India’s legal industry is seeing a quiet
gender revolution, as an increasing number
of women move up the ranks in both
law firms and in-house legal departments.
However, while many gains have been
made, there is still much work to be done
BY A S I A N L EG A L BUS I N E SS

Slowly but steadily, women are
growing their presence across India’s
legal profession. They are overcoming
challenges and creating a new and
more level playing field that will benefit
younger lawyers and future professionals looking to enter the demanding
profession.
This is due to a variety of factors. For
one, there is the proliferation of international standard educational institutions
that started popping up in the late 1990s
– while three decades ago, India could
boast only the National Law School of
India University, now there are nearly
10 top-quality institutions across the
breadth of the country. Almost an equal
number of men and women graduated
from these elite legal universities
between 2002 and 2012, according to
a report titled Challenges Faced by Indian
Women Legal Professionals released in
2012 by Rainmaker India.
These have coincided with the rapid
explosion in India’s corporate sector,
which began following the liberalisation of the economy in the early 1990s.
As companies launched and expanded,
the role of the legal department became
increasingly important, thus increasing
the demand for high-quality legal talent.
Both of the above made women realise
there were opportunities in corporate
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law firms and in-house teams, shattering
the stereotype of the black-gown-clad
advocate appearing in court. Litigation
has been a male-dominated arena, but
the corporate sector offered an even
playing field.
Then, of course, there has been
the rise of smaller firms in India either
founded by women, or welcoming to
women. As reported in these pages
earlier, these lack the hierarchy of more
established firms, and give women much
more of a voice in how the firm operates.
While gains have been made, there
is still some way to go before women
lawyers are truly on an equal footing
with their male counterparts. “The
work environment in India is very maledominated, so is the legal industry,”
says Vanita Bhargava, a Mumbai-based
partner at Khaitan & Co.
In most districts across India, the
percentage of female lawyers still ranges
between 10 and 30 percent, according
to numbers released in 2017 by the Vidhi
Center for Legal Policy.
“At present, there are only three
women out of 31 judges in the Supreme
Court, and only 11 percent of all high
court judges are females. I would not
say there is active discrimination against
women achieving top positions; however,
many do face prejudice,” says Bhargava.

This is echoed by Monali Dutta, a
New Delhi-based principal at Advaita
Legal. “Most of the law firms in India still
lack gender diversity. Law firms should
accommodate more women employees.”
Archana Khosla, a Mumbai-based
founder partner at Vertices Partners,
says that it is also harder for entrepreneurial female lawyers who want to
be viewed as innovators who come up
with new ideas bespoke to the requirements of the clients, “which in today’s
day and age is ultra-specific and needs a
completed solution-oriented approach.”
“The fact that women lawyers and
especially entrepreneurs have the capability to shape the economy by creating
new wealth and jobs and inventing
new age mechanisms to provide the
relevant service be it through artificial
intelligence or machine learning based
support modules. Although this has
been a traditionally male dominated
phenomenon, some women lawyers
have become successful in cracking the
glass ceiling wide open and become
fantastic legal entrepreneurs in India,”
she says.
Khosla adds that women are no
longer viewed as traditional resources
confined to the household. “However,
despite being educated, knowledgeable
and capable of contributing towards
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Independent Directors – over expectation or under achievement?
In the last five years of the NDA regime, the
Indian economy witnessed a few major changes
- the Bankruptcy Code, GST and some changes
in corporate governance regime. Were the
changes to the corporate governance regulations by SEBI enough? Did they have the
impact that was expected? Recent events in
the Indian corporate world have raised one
inevitable question - “what were the board
members doing?”
Directors, officers and auditors have
resigned in a few cases, special and forensic
audits have been conducted and the role of
audit firms has been scrutinised by Indian regulators (i.e. SEBI, ICAI, MCA and now, NFRA).
In the case of the banks, the Reserve Bank of
India refused to extend the tenure of CEOs.
With very limited role played by proxy firms
and minority shareholders in India (unlike in
the USA), management is not really worried
about corporate governance. There is usually
no direct and proven correlation between
corporate governance and market price of
stock. However, with the above events, it is
clear that negative news attributable to poor
corporate governance would impact the stock
price!
Post Kotak Committee recommendations,
recent crisis of confidence in corporate governance has put enormous pressure on inde-

transforming economies, women face
fundamental challenges trying to
establish themselves in this sector. They
are constrained by gender values, norms
and stereotypes in the environment in
which they operate but as they say, the
‘winds of change´ have started blowing
and is showcasing a bright morning in
the future,” she notes.
JUGGLING ROLES
Coming from, in many cases, traditional families, women in India juggle a
variety of roles: daughter, daughter-inlaw, wife, mother, homemaker, career
professional. To be able to have fulfilling
home lives as well as careers, women
need a certain amount of support, from
their employers as well as lawmakers.
One challenge is the break
maternity brings to careers. According
to Rainmaker India, 75 percent of women
working in law firms, 43 percent of
women working in the private sector
and 52 percent of those working in litigation admitted that taking a maternity
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should equip themselves to meet the new
demands. Being a director no longer a gig for
retired people looking for a quiet hobby. With
qualified independent directors who discharge
their duties diligently, the corporate governance landscape in India could have a break
from its past and look different in a few years
from now!

Kalpana Unadkat
Partner
E: kalpana.unadkat@khaitanco.com
pendent directors. Independent directors are
expected to play bigger and a very active role
– that is, beyond attending 4 board meetings
and one general meeting. This includes scrutiny
of related party transactions, board evaluation,
statutory compliance and risk management
and constructive participation at the board
meetings. Most importantly, independent
directors must fulfil their duties effectively in
a true independent manner in the best interest
of all stakeholders.
With more responsibilities and independent directors becoming subject to legal
proceedings (if s/he failed to fulfil his/her role
adequately), it is very important that directors

break would have an adverse effect on
their careers.
For 21 percent of women working in
law firms, these adverse effects could
include losing out on opportunities for
promotion. In addition, only 57 percent
of in-house lawyers and 54 percent of
women working in law firms say they
went back to work at the same organisation after having children. The rest, a
significant portion, had to find new work
after taking a break.
However, firms like Khaitan are
trying to ease the process. Bhargava
says that her law firm has been providing
flexible working hours for some time now.
Her firm also provided various options to
work from home. The firm implemented
these policies “to encourage female
employees to continue their professions,” she notes.
Dutta of Advaita says her firm also
“encourages female lawyers to work
flexibly, and some of the women lawyers
avail the option of working from home,
which should be promoted more.”

Profile
Kalpana is a Partner at the firm and a
solicitor. Her expertise ranges across traditional corporate work, cross border M&A and
joint ventures, and commercial work. She is
an expert on Corporate Governance and has
advised on board effectiveness, leadership,
organizational climate and decision-making.
Her expertise led to her being recognised
amongst the top 10 women in the Women
Ahead List – “Rise of the new Women in
Business” by The Economic Times.
Khaitan & Co
One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, Tower 1,
841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Mumbai 400 013
India
T: +91 22 6636 5000
F: +91 22 6636 5050
E: mumbai@khaitanco.com
W: www.khaitanco.com

Then, once the mother is ready
to return to work full-time, she needs
effective support in the form of child care
facilities. “The government should be
involved in building credible day-care
centres in which the staff are strictly
regulated. While legislation is in place,
the ineffective implementation causes
huge concerns (for mothers) while their
children are left in day-care centres,”
says Parveen Mahtani, head of legal at
Tata Housing Development Company
in Mumbai.
A mother of two children, Mahtani
says lawyers like her typically try to make
it back home in time for family dinners,
while also carrying work back home to
finish. They do this to manage perception issues at the workplace, with many
people believing that working women
lawyers are more likely to leave early.
Other women echo her feelings.
“After working late hours, moms rush
back home back to do chores and keep
their families happy including giving
time to the children. The word ‘gender
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equality’ has remained only a word
which is preached and practiced only in
large cities like Mumbai and Delhi,” says
Reliance General Insurance’s Deepthy
Menon, who won the Woman Lawyer of
the Year (In-House) at the ALB India Law
Awards 2019.
That said, Mahtani feels that being
a working mother is actually an asset
for companies would do well to benefit
from her skills. “In the legal industry,
the general perception can be that a
woman is not as eloquent and powerful
in speech as her male counterpart nor
as good a negotiator,” she says. “On
the contrary, I think that working moms
are more efficient, outspoken, persuasive and better able to prioritise. That’s
because working moms no longer sweat
the small stuff.”
PROVIDING SUPPORT
Women have to deal with more than
balancing home and work. Many women
face or witness sexual harassment in the

workplace. Bhargava of Khaitan says
“sexual harassment often happens in
the industry. Sometimes, women face
it from clients, bosses and the judiciary.”
There have been some positive
steps taken by the Indian legislature to
address the issue of gender inequality
with several laws enacted to curb sexual
harassment and support gender equality
in the workplace.
For instance, India’s Companies Act
states that every publicly listed company
has to appoint at least one woman
director on its board. Another piece
of legislation, the Sexual Harassment
of Women at Workplace (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal) Act, provides
for the rights of all women to work with
dignity in a safe environment that is free
from sexual harassment.
To help them succeed in the
workplace, women lawyers say that
apart from employers putting in place
sufficient policies to support working
women, more public awareness is

needed and that families should be more
supportive.
“These days, we make young boys
understand that they have to pitch in at
home as well, and it is not a woman’s job
alone. I believe it’s a right step to take,”
says Bhargava. “Also, there should be
more policies supporting women. When
my firm offered me a job after I placed
second in the national advocate-onrecord exam, I was expecting my first
child and wanted to take a break. My
boss gave me sufficient (time) so that I
could join the firm.”
Also, a mindset change is necessary.
“The changes have to originate in the
minds of the people, especially males,
who want to be dominant and females
who are submissive. There is a long
way to go, irrespective of how educated
people are ,” says Menon of Reliance
General Insurance.
Some law firms provide mentorship programmes to grow their future
leaders. Dutta, for example, is part
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Advaita Legal

2nd Floor, F-Block, International Trade Tower, Nehru Place, New Delhi – 110019
Tel: +91 11 3323 2700 / Fax: +91 11 3323 2800

Monali Dutta
Principal, Advaita Legal
E: monalidutta@advaitalegal.com
T: +91 11 3323 2715
Monali Dutta is a Principal in Advaita Legal
with extensive experience in Projects (including
aviation) and Energy. She has extensively
advised on PPP projects in various sectors,
besides advising on acquisition/ investment
transactions, designing and documenting the contractual framework for
project agreements, representation on disputes and project financing
transactions. Monali has been recently recognized as a “leading
lawyer” in Aviation (including aerospace and defence), Projects and
Energy by The Legal 500 Asia Pacific, 2019. She was also adjudged
as “Leading Lawyer – Rising Star in IFLR1000 2019” in IFLR1000
2019 Edition. She has advised on several PPP projects in India across
various sectors such as aviation, defence, real estate, renewable
energy, transmission sector, healthcare, agri-business etc. Monali has
worked across government and private advisory projects in India as
well as the South East Asia and SAARC countries, including Nepal,
Mauritius and Bangladesh. Most recently, she has advised the Airport
Authority of India in relation to the National Aviation Strategy, the Nabh
Nirman project. Monali is a regular speaker in various conferences
and has also contributed articles in various prestigious publications
on regulatory aspects pertaining to topical legal issues.
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Kanupriya Bhargava
Principal, Advaita Legal
E: kanupriyab@advaitalegal.com
T: +91 11 3323 2713
Licensed since 2008, Kanupriya is a seasoned
lawyer focussing predominantly on tax litigation,
tax controversy management and dispute
resolution. She is one of the founding members
of Advaita Legal and have been assisting the
companies in devising out of the box strategies for tax litigation and
dispute resolution with a swift and effective outcome. She regularly
represents the clients before the courts including the Supreme Court
of India. Kanupriya is a lawyer who understands business and shows
remarkable affinity towards numbers. While the foregoing is rare
enough, she combines it with the ability to spot key issues, remarkable
legal knowledge, sense of proportion and is able to precisely evaluate
the comparative risks and advantages of particular strategies. This was
reflected in one of the matters assisted by her before the High Court
(currently before the Supreme Court) having an impact of 3.29 billion
dollars on the industry. Her major clientele belong to Infrastructure,
Oil and Gas and hospitality sector. She has been advising public
sector undertakings by handholding them vis-à-vis impact of GST on
existing contracts involving high stakes. She also provides tax advisory,
arbitration (tax and contract) and litigation services on GST, cross
border taxes, state tax laws and benefits under the Foreign Trade laws.
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of her company’s mentorship team.
She believes it will bring more gender
diversity to her junior staff.
“The programme is mandatory. All
male and female lawyers join. While
mentoring the female junior lawyers,
the focus is on creating leaders who can
nurture the company to greater heights,
and demonstrate to the world at large
that the firm is a gender-diverse organisation,” Dutta says.
GIRL POWER
But generally the feeling is that Indian
women lawyers have more opportunities than ever before. “India is being
looked as the favourite destination for
a multitude of business ventures, be it
from the perspective of inbound investments, outbound ventures, initiation
of entrepreneurial undertakings, the
advent of new age commerce, or the
advent of the regulations,” says Khosla
at Vertices. “In my view therefore the first
key opportunity for women today is the

ability to actually become a ‘go-getter’
without having to feel awkward or guilty
about it. The acceptance of a woman to
be able to be in a meeting with a room
full of men and speak and have everyone
appreciate their relevant points of view
is a huge step forward from the typical
male bastion board room approach.
Therefore, in my mind, this opens up
the world especially for a woman lawyer
who also is or wants to be an entrepreneur. The dual hat of being a hunter and
gatherer is shining more in a pink hue
now than ever before.”
The other key opportunity, says
Khosla, is the ability to question without
the fear of being shunned. “This is
for me is a game changer. Women
generally were perceived as aggressive, dominating and bossy where the
same behaviour would be perceived as
assertive and confident in male counterparts. Societal discrimination earlier
would typically dictate that certain businesses or tasks would better be handled

by men and women would generally
be assumed to be incompetent or less
capable of performing such tasks.” And
having had the odds stacked against
them for so long, women lawyers have
developed their own unique strengths,
which means that there are no heights
they cannot climb. “Because of the challenges a woman faces, she becomes
mentally stronger as she learns to fall
and get up on her own with a positive
mindset. This experience polishes and
sharpens her. Through these challenges,
she becomes capable and uses her brain
at a very high level,” says Menon.
Bhargava has some advice for young
women lawyers: They should be strong
and remain calm in all situations. “We
are strong enough to get over hurdles and
move on,” Bhargava says. “To manage
time and work smart, we should prioritise tasks, delegate effectively and take
guidance from whatever spiritual or
guidance support one has to remain calm,
avoid guilt and practice gratitude.”
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Vertices Partners

Mittal Court, A Wing, 6th Floor, 62/63A, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021
Tel: +91 22 4007 8000 / Email: connect@verticespartners.com / Website: www.verticespartners.com

Archana Khosla
Founder Partner, Vertices Partners
E: archana@verticespartners.com
M: +91 99 8771 7230
Archana Khosla embodies the modern-day woman who has
followed her dreams to excel in the face of all odds. A woman
choosing a career in a conventionally male-dominated domain
in India has been perceived as a challenge to established
societal stereotypes. Notwithstanding the Indian cultural
ethos which tags men with leadership qualities and women
with nurturing attitudes, Archana has moved ahead with grit
and determination to make a mark in a male-dominated field.
Archana always nurtured the urge of doing something on her
own and hence has donned the entrepreneur’s hat. She honed
her professional skill-sets and aptitude by working with some
of the eminent law firms in India. She has handled complex
transactions and worked closely with top entrepreneurs,
offering them practical solutions. Spurred by the challenges
of an entrepreneurial ecosystem and overwhelmed by the
monotony of a job, Archana was driven by the desire to chart
her own path and create a distinct corporate identity.
Archana embarked on a legal career as a first-generation
lawyer. Her areas of specialization in the early stages of
her career has been in the corporate, PE & VC space. She
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has played a significant role in Vertices winning several
prestigious awards including the Debutant Law Firm of the
Year by Venture Intelligence, and laurels from VC Circle, IBLJ
and RSG Consulting London, Asia Law Profiles, amongst
others, and has ranked as one of the Top Ten Law Firms of
the country in this practice area.
Archana has effectively tackled the diverse operational
challenges of building an entrepreneurial edifice including
attracting and retaining the right talent, monitoring the cash
flows, routine office administration issues and scaling own
benchmarks. Her team-mates vouch for her efficacious
management skills and legal acumen. At work, Archana is an
astute legal professional who possesses key attributes like
legal acumen and people skills to guide her team in resolving
complex issues successfully.
A successful career woman can aptly be defined as one who
has been able to strike a fine balance between her personal
and professional life. She has consistently believed that
setting the right priorities for home and work. For Archana,
a wife and a doting mother to a 10-month-old son, home is
where the heart is.
Archana is a trained Indian classical music singer, likes
music, singing, dancing, playing tennis, traveling and reading
in her free time.
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